FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE

ECE Offers Transnational Discount

ECE providing discounts to previous customers

Milwaukee, Wis. – June 2, 2021 – Educational Credential Evaluators, Inc. (ECE®), a nonprofit organization that evaluates foreign educational credentials, recently started offering the ECE® Transnational Discount.

Data shows that many students consider more than one country when thinking about where to study overseas, and many of them look at both Canada and the U.S., which remain top study destinations. ECE is in a unique position to provide academic assessments for both the U.S. and Canada, a rarity in the credential evaluation industry.

The ECE® Transnational Discount involves two reports, a report for U.S. institutions and a report for Canadian institutions. Once we issue the First Report, customers become eligible to order a Second Report for 30% off the regular report fee. There are no hoops to jump through. The Transnational Discount is automatically applied to customer accounts and remains available for 5 years from the completion of the First Report.

“ECE realizes that we are perfectly positioned to help these students, as many of them have purchased an evaluation report from us in the past. Working off existing documents, our evaluators can provide a second equivalency while saving our customers 30% on their Second Report,” said Leigh Lane Peine, ECE® Senior Director of Marketing. “Because we have the documentation from the First Report, there’s no need to track down that information. We’re saving the students time and money. It’s a win-win.”

ECE is committed to providing the highest quality reports, whether to a U.S. or Canadian equivalency, with the fastest turnaround time in the industry at an average of just five business days.

About Educational Credential Evaluators
Educational Credential Evaluators, Inc. (ECE) is a 501(c)(3) nonprofit located in Milwaukee, Wis. Founded in 1980, ECE evaluates foreign educational credentials of individuals for the purposes of studying or working in the U.S. and studying in Canada. ECE® reports give individuals from other countries the recognition they deserve for education completed in their home countries and give higher education institutions, employers, healthcare organizations, and licensing boards confidence that educational equivalencies between countries are accurate. ECE’s mission is to promote the betterment of individuals’ lives and society by ensuring that educational qualifications are fairly and accurately recognized across borders. Launched in 2016, ECE® Aid is a charitable initiative developed to provide free evaluation reports for vulnerable and displaced populations. In addition to providing reports, ECE® team members provide ongoing training and support to the international education community.